
Ricoh is a Japanese multinational imaging and 
electronics company with a significant presence in 
Telford. They offer Apprenticeships across their 
business and are currently recruiting for a 
Software Engineering Degree 
Apprentice.

CareersInsights
Discover a wealth of careers related content; click on the picture to find out 
more. 

If you have feedback about the 
careers programme at Adams 
please contact me. 

SCHEME OF THE WEEK

Medical Physicist
One of the main duties of a medical
physicist is to contribute to the
diagnosis and treatment of individual
patients part of a multi-disciplinary team.
In radiotherapy departments physicists have a 
central role in planning individual patients’ radiation 
treatment using either external radiation beams or 
internally placed radioactive sources.
Physicists also have a role to play in diagnostics. For 
example, they might analyse nuclear medical image 
data to determine important physiological variables, 
such as metabolic rates or blood flow. Trainee 
Medical Physicists normally start on a salary of over 
£30k after completing their physics-related degree.

Lower 6th pupils 
will be aware by 
now of the 
importance of 
super-curricular 
activities for their 
UCAS

Tik Tok account 
apprentivia has lots 
of hints, tips and 
advice for securing 
a place on some of 
the UK’s most 
competitive 
Apprenticeship 
schemes.

Sandhurst Royal Military Academy are running a 
You Belong Here – Women in the Army webinar 
on the 19th March. Hear lived experiences from a 
range of serving female officers and soldiers and 
ask questions in the live Q&A session.

applications. Those looking for ideas about what they 
could be doing will find suggestions for most of the 
popular sections in the careers section the website.

Looking for work 
experience?

If you’re looking for work experience virtual 
opportunities can give you access to organisations 
you wouldn't normally be able to reach. Springpod
has programmes with Amazon, Heathrow, JLR and 

The British Library.
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